
END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT for SoniK Sound Library Products

This End-User License Agreement (or "EULA") is a legal agreement between you (individual  
or single entity) and SONOTRIGGER S.L. for the Sound Library Content you have licensed. 

Using this product entails your acceptance of the content of this document. 

Copyright laws, international copyright treaties and intellectual property laws, protect this product. 
The rights granted herein are non-transferable and have to be validated by proof of purchase.  
All rights not expressly granted to you hereunder are reserved by SONOTRIGGER S.L.

GRANT OF LICENSE:

In consideration of the license fee you paid, SONOTRIGGER S.L. grants a “USE LICENSE” to 
you and your assigns. The USE LICENSE for this product is granted only to a single user. All 
the content in this product is licensed, but not sold. for commercial and non-commercial use in 
music, sound-effect, audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or similar finished 
content-creation and production use.

The USE LICENSE includes the non-exclusive right to combine the product you've purchased for 
commercial recordings without paying any additional license fees or providing source attribution 
to SONOTRIGGER S.L.

The USE LICENSE includes:

The right to re-record, duplicate and release the product content as part of your production in 
whatever medium you choose.The right to resell or include any content of the product in any kind 
of media or distribution IS NOT AUTHORIZED by this USE LICENSE.

The right to use it as a soundtrack "synced" with visual images, or sounds as part of your 
product/production.

The right to use it as part of the public viewing or broadcast of your product/production, including 
but not limited to videos, DVDs, web sites, podcasts, multimedia presentations, films, television, 
and radio.

The USE LICENSE is granted worldwide and unlimited in time.

For more info or questions about this END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT, please contact us 
through production@sonotrigger.com


